1 It first makes its appearance in me generation, which was published by Bob Cobbing's Writers Forum press in December 1997. Hobsbaum. 4 Manson would not have produced a book like this for anyone but Writers Forum; for anyone other than Bob Cobbing, that is: it seems to me to have been put together to make something that Bob would like, and something similar Like the simple and even crude structure of the image-or picture-poem itself, its title can be explained as a result of the swapping of content between places to be filled. 'Fungus Chicken' looks like the sort of thing a child might do to two of its toys. in Between Cup and Lip, but the title there is a full re-interpretation of the image, not just its christening or confirmation. 8 As a one-off, then, part of the gratification provided by 'Fungus Chicken' is this idiotically direct correspondence, a blatantly stupid statement of the obvious, inside a context where avoidance of the customary has always been the rule rather than the exception.
'Fungus Chicken' might be an image-poem; it is not an Imagist poem. But, like Ezra Pound's 'In a Station of the Metro', it consists of two juxtaposed parts or images plus a title. We might imagine, then, the borderline between head and body as an interstice marking where the lower image emerges from the upper, just as the twig in 'In a Station of the Metro' is tugged, petals first, from Pound's colon. If we were to interpret the lower part of the image as the production of the upper part, we could surmise that the feathered body is a hallucination produced from the head consumed by the magic mushroom -but the toadstool cottage head-unit is only super-imposed, in the most rudimentary way, over the owl-half: it is not hovering above it as its origin. This is an imago which advertises the division of the subject in a way that the human body-image does not. It is not a headless chicken; its head has been replaced. The short-lived frenzy of a headless version has been avoided by the imposition of some kind of pilot, a clearly domesticated version of the hallucinatory 'logic' of the magic mushroom, one you might comfortably live inside. Considered as a head, it is difficult to locate a focussed gaze coming from the toadstool cottage, and this is appropriate, given the considerable reduction in normal focus and vigilance which magic mushrooms tend to produce in the subject who takes them.
Manson hasn't taken fly agaric mushrooms -not yet, anyway. He has, however, had experiences with LSD, psilocybin mushrooms and Salvia divinorum which have informed his writing, and one aim of this essay is to discuss the nature of that influence and how it operates in his work. This has tended to take the form of attempts at an introspective exploration, involving the reception of recovered memory-images and memory-sounds; in particular, repeated efforts at trying to listen again to his earliest environment through his own infant eyes, and to look at it through his own infant What, if anything, might justify or explain this not-or no-procedure, where negation works to dissipate the weight of any thing just proposed, without of course managing completely to delete the noun's compromised assertion? The meanings of the poems, as far as they can be divined, have to be wrapped up somehow with this apparent compulsion to undo and it might be possible to intuit a connection between this and the art of replacement at work in 'Fungus Chicken', though it will take some further efforts at description and exploration to say why.
I have written elsewhere about the association Manson feels compelled to make, even against his own better judgment, between the death of his father (also named Peter Manson) when the poet was eleven months old, and his contemporaneous acquisition of language.
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The poem "falling awake", from the recent booklet, Many more examples from his work could be gathered here, linking death, the name and speech, but this quotation is one of the more direct in introducing the idea that a dead father you never knew is not much more than a name; a name read as a spell which kills the person who inherits it by reducing him to a reverberation or repetition of the deceased.
There are numerous efforts across the work to re-iterate the name and in doing so to re-ambiguate it, to try and divest it of its indexical function. Perhaps each new encounter with the proper name in Manson's work might aspire even to the function of the not-or no-formula in this respect, the name's early, partial erasure by the title 'Fungus Chicken' being one example of how this works. 14 The liberating act of re-naming could stand for the promise of a new subjective and intersubjective dimension which does not echo that of a departed other. We could go on to construct a precarious and almost impressive argument joining his Mallarmé translations with the themes of premature bereavement, the name and language acquisition,
given the interest his own commentaries on Mallarmé display in just these factors.
His beautiful short article in the Enclave Review, 'Girl born without a mother: 17 This reminds us that she is not just named after her father's sexual partner, she is also named after her father, and these facts might be said to connect her to sex more than they allow her to fly from it.
Hérodiade sounds, in fact, like the name of a poem about Herod. Would it be too much to ask if there might be an obscure motive here for overlooking the name of the father which haunts the name of his own offspring? The article ends in a poetic suggestion with respect to Hérodiade where Manson toys with but eventually dismisses the notion that Hérodiade's nurse's decades-long tarrying at the threshold in Mallarmé's poem could be explained by his reluctance to have the almost-mother depart (again). Manson stages the simulacrum of a reading which generates pathos and interest, and then recognises its speculative dubiety ("sometimes a nurse is just a nurse"). The last line withdraws, perhaps almost negates, the reading but leaves its vestigial affect to resound in the subsequent silence.
I would like to turn now to a short poem in prose from Between Cup and Lip called "In the beginning…" in the hope of bringing together the themes of hallucination, parent-child relations, and the toy as replacement object.
'In the beginning…'
In the beginning, which must be placed some months after birth, the child makes no distinctions among his experience of his own body, of the world containing it, and of the language which contains both. What I recover from this period is an endless unbroken monologue, many of whose terms are words, others representing the act of pointing at or presenting objects or concepts such as direction in space. The monologue seems entirely centered on the child, partly generated by it and partly directed towards it.
Most of the content is concerned with the functioning of the child's body, "knew" to be peripheral to it, which was language. Every time I tried to settle on something which felt as if it ought to be a sensory image, it turned out to be groups of words, which didn't describe the image but which were it. This continued for two hours, at the end of which I had sixteen poems and a new smoke alarm. 20 The text begins with one of Manson's regular and not quite exasperating professions of handicap, as he deploys words effortlessly as instruments in order to assert his inability to use words as instruments, but the main point here seems to be in the embedded clause: it is inconceivable, he asserts, that a human being will fall in love with his poetry or fall in love with him because of his poetry. Nevertheless, most of the early poems which retain value for the poet are, he is surprised or alarmed to find, failed attempts to write love poetry. Now, strictly speaking, the words which a poet asks to precipitate some new sort of interaction into existence will always to the occasion, renders these works early love poems that he can still read. But he doesn't explain how these qualify as love poems: he says that they were obliquely inspired by a unique set of unasked-for sensory impressions occurring to him under the influence of caffeine and a possible hangover, related to the recollection of being in a pub not being able to talk to a woman that he knows well and 'likes'. This is clearly not enough to make it a love poem. Is it a love poem then because it has failed to make someone fall in love with its author? And is the obliquity of the poems of 'Microtome' a way of not saying something to someone all over again? One of the poems collected under the title of 'Microtome', the poem which actually ends the little sequence, is entitled 'Thur Crafte' and it seems to express something about the obdurate qualities that would need to inhere in a love poem to disqualify it from the kind of success which might render it unreadable.
Thur Crafte hope in the constancy of rebuttal which is not in the external subject but set up with care
it does come
The perpetual 'rebuttal' is declared to be not in 'the external subject' -on what grounds, it is not clear -or not found there initially; instead it can be induced there, or induced in the experience of the one who is rebutted, when 'set up/with care'.
Rebuttal emerges, perhaps, in the poetic act of trying to make a relation: there is inevitable falsification in the process of fabricating a connection, and a compensatory influx of optimism as a side-effect of the process. The poem may be a compressed statement on the topic of a tendency to meticulous self-sabotage, a tendency which is itself sabotaged by the resurgence of hope.
Why 'the external subject' and not ' object'? Because the poem is about relations between different persons and the language wants to resist their objectification?
What it is talking about is exposure to the inevitable refutation of any proposal coming from the implied speaker as a prospective lover. The incessancy of the refutation is a perverted form of the fidelity you might wish for from a lover, but rebuttal is the insistence or the demonstration that a proposal was false. Reading 'Thur Crafte' with 'Love poetry', we can begin to grasp the extent to which the speaker holds himself responsible for the fact that each ' occasion' for the profession of a romantic interest is vulnerable to falsification.
When we compare 'Love poetry' to 'In the beginning…' we can see that they have some basic features in common. The vectors we hear of in 'Love poetry' sound close to the 'terms…representing the act of pointing at or presenting objects or concepts such as direction in space' that we encounter in 'In the beginning…'. In both texts there is also an inability to recover images at a moment of intensely confused perception.
In both, we are told about the difficult process of translating pre-verbal urges or 
